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Where to Invest in Energy in 2021
An inflexion point to a low carbon future
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Our Low Carbon Future is here now, 2021 is the inflexion point
With fresh government commitments from the top emitting countries, the imminent approach of COP26, and a private 
sector focus on embedding climate change into investment decisions, 2021 will be the year of climate action

2050

2040

2030

2021

Re-entry to Paris Agreement

Net zero USA no later than 2050

Assessment of ‘by 2020’ Paris goals

Potential upgrade of pledges for 2030

2020 saw China’s net zero 2060 target

New era of climate diplomacy vs. USA

Regulatory pressures increasing on lenders’ 
climate risk

Rise of sustainable funds & products, e.g. 
green bonds

2020 was the year of Net Zero pledges

Now time to begin strategic and operational 
changes to achieve sustainability goals

Green agenda top priority for new 
US administration

Turning point for oil & gas majors, 
and corporates more broadly

Most significant climate change 
summit since Paris

Growing political support for Net 
Zero carbon targets across APAC

Investors & banks embed climate 
change into decision making 

Net zero carbon targets:
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A low carbon future must go beyond power and renewables

Power Transport Buildings End users:
Industry, corporates

Next generation renewables Large scale, high load factor 
projects Biofuels for long haul and air Integrated onsite-offsite

solutions Corporate PPAs and offsets

Hydrogen and CCS Offshore wind hydrolysis Long haul freight Hydrogen boilers O&G and utilities - major 
investment focus

Carbon pricing & taxation Global carbon emissions trading 
schemes

Fuel emissions trade laws (e.g. 
in Germany) Energy efficiency Internal pricing & portfolio 

assessment

EVs Renewable EV tariffs Fleet vehicles Off-street charging Fleet vehicles

Low carbon heating District Heating Networks Heat pumps Replacement of carbon intensive 
processes and heat/water

Storage Battery colocation with wind / 
solar, large scale short duration Battery-powered fleet charging Integrated storage and 

renewable energy for new build
Battery projects for specific use 

cases

Clean energy certification Intercontinental GO standards Building ratings and standards Low-carbon gas certification 
scheme

A low carbon future is contingent on the expansion of a number of key decarbonisation enablers across four key energy 
vectors - Power, Transport, Buildings, and End Users – backed by the rise of sustainable finance

Key: 
Scalable deployment being 

realised
Scalable deployment on the 

horizon
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Key decarbonisation vectors
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In that context, 8 trends will define 2021

Clean Tech Manufacturing

Trend Next generation of OEMs to align to 
scaled renewables and new 
technologies (e.g. hydrogen, batteries)

Hot spots Asia, US, Europe

Next Generation Renewable Energy

Trend Renewable developers to prioritise 
scale, route to market and project 
innovation to achieve improved 
returns and entry into new 
geographies

Hot spots Nordics, Australia, South-East Asia, 
US West Coast, Brazil, Southern and 
Eastern Europe, North Sea offshore

Corporate Decarbonisation

Trend Data centres to pursue “24/7 
renewables” amidst growth in 
CPPAs and carbon accounting
Industrial Net Zero to follow

Hot 
spots

Europe, Australia, US, South-
East Asia

Clean Energy Certification

Trend Search for true additionality,
development of gold standard of 
renewable certification

Hot spots Europe, US

Hydrogen and CCS to achieve commercial 
viability

Trend Hydrogen to achieve commercial
viability for key use cases

Hot spots Australia, Europe, US, China

Innovative Financing Structures

Trend Institutions to increasingly 
incorporate innovative financing 
structures to attain scalable growth
Diversity of financing structures and 
strategies, listed investment vehicles
TCFD and risk/reg reporting drives 
decision making

Hot spots Europe, US

Build platform renewable energy players

Trend Independent Power Producers (IPPs) 
to grow share of participation in 
offshore wind and solar markets, 
strong M&A activity

Hot spots Global

`
`

Oil & Gas Majors transformation

Trend Net Zero, strategic focus on
investments in low carbon, 2021 
will need to be the year for action 
following on from strategy, else 
too late for 2030

Hot spots Global
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Global renewables are the bedrock of a low carbon future…
Focus on scale, route to market and project innovation to achieve improved returns and new market entry, if you have 
2030 goals, you are already too late for greenfield development and will need to pursue M&A

 High load factor renewables at scale will be a key focus (250 MW + 
wind, 100 MW + Solar)

 Priority markets for 2021; Europe and Americas remain attractive, 
and China gradually opening up for foreign investment, SEA 
important for growth, Brazil in focus today

 Additional value creation through bundled storage, optimised 
route-to-market, ancillary services and curtailment management

Onshore wind and solar PV Offshore wind

 Offshore wind markets incubated in Europe, now have gone global

 Key markets include Europe (multiple hubs), North America and 
Asia (country specific focus) with European majors largely 
dominating installed capacity but local and regional specialist 
platforms emerging

 Additional value creation through grid optimisation/sharing, 
bundled storage, curtailment management, connection sizing, 
ancillary services, floating to come

- ‘Here and now’

- ‘Actively track’

- ‘Here and now’

- ‘Actively track’
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Pace of energy transition impact on
a sector (operations, financing etc)
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Very High

Moderate

Moderate Very High

Less immediate 
impact but clear 
opportunity

High impact, 
clear 
opportunity

Utilities

Oil/Gas

TransportData 
Centres

Mining

Telcos

CPR*

SmeltersUtilities

Manufact
uring

*CPR – Consumer Products and Retail

Media/ 
Publishin

g

But a low carbon future will require decarbonising industries…
Industries at the ‘front line’ of the energy transition (oil & gas, heavy industry, tech / data centres) require solutions now
to support decarbonisation; net zero ambitions will require strategic & operational changes, and robust carbon reporting

Industries are moving at different paces towards a low carbon future 

O&G

Manufacturing

Data 
Centres

Utilities

Transport

Consumer 
Products

 Capital allocation, transition strategy, own 
operations, carbon reporting

 Energy efficiency, new technology, own energy 
production, Renewable energy purchasing, 
location strategy and supply chain

Responses to achieve Net Zero

What operational levels can different sectors pull?

 Net zero, global decarbonisation, negative 
emissions, renewable energy purchasing

 Renewable energy purchasing, logistics/supply 
chain optimization, energy efficiency, location 
strategy

 Low carbon transport, emissions abatement, 
new technologies 

 Renewables, climate risk impact on operations, 
business model transition
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Requiring other technologies (e.g. hydrogen) to scale now
Hydrogen and CCUS critical to reach Net Zero, focus on hard to decarbonize sectors.  Key barriers remain so focus should 
be key use cases and attractive conditions for production of hydrogen, accelerated by government support

Specific use case will define the scale of opportunity… …with several geographies emerging as leaders

Market maturity
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Large opportunity, 
immature market

Large opportunity, 
immature market

Limited opportunity, 
no market

Limited opportunity, 
mature market

Ammonia for 
fertilizer

Refineries and 
petrochemicals

Feedstock in 
steel making

Power generation 
and grid stability

Marine fuel

Heavy duty 
transport

Displace natural 
gas in heating

Large opportunity, 
market exists

Key geographies Context Hydrogen potential

Supply Demand

China

Europe

Australia

USA

UK

Japan

India

H H

L L

M M

H

H

H H

M

L

M M

Net zero by 2060
Oil importer, significant coal
Largest H2 producer

2050 net zero target
Funded EU Hydrogen Strategy
Green & blue in North, green H2 in South

2050 net zero target
National funded H2 strategy

Carbon netural by 2050
Future major importer of H2
Limited CCS

National funded H2 strategy
Significant renewables
Limited oil, significant gas reserves 

No major policy announced (yet)
Blue H2 in focus (fossil fuel industry)
Pink H2 potential

Major oil importer, limited gas, 
significant coal
No H2 government policy
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